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2Way Cassette 

Equip even the narrowest of spaces with high-
performance cooling and heating

Samsung 2Way Cassette is perfectly suited for long and narrow 

places with limited installation space, thanks to its compact, 

slim frame. The unit distributes airflow from two sides, providing 

powerful cooling and heating performance in an instant for a 

pleasant environment.

The 2Way Cassette indoor air conditioning unit delivers optimal 

airflow and efficiency with features such as: 

•  Exceptional operation and control. Easily maintain a 
calming, comfortable atmosphere with broad airflow coverage, 
temperature control and self-diagnosis. 

•  Easy, flexible installation. Reduce the time and effort of 
installation with a compact size that fits the ceiling space 
impeccably. 
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2Way Cassette 
Exceptional operation and control

Create a pleasant atmosphere and maintain it 
effortlessly

The slim build and smart operation of the Samsung 2Way Cassette 

make it easy to set the ideal indoor climate even in uniquely sized 

spaces. And maintaining such comfort levels is just as simple with 

optimum temperature control and self-diagnosis mode.

Long, narrow fit

With its slim and compact size, the 2Way Cassette indoor unit is 

just the right air solution for long, narrow places such as corridors 

and classrooms. This unit saves up to 26 percent more space when 

compared to conventional 4Way cassettes, and melds quietly into 

the interior design. 

Broad coverage

The Twin Cross Flow Fan integrated into 2Way Cassette spreads cool 

or warm air farther and wider throughout rectangular spaces with 

less noise. 

Optimized temperature control

The Optimum Temperature Control function detects and minimizes 

temperature difference between the top and bottom of the space 

to maintain an ideal temperature. Users can set the temperature 

detection option on the indoor unit or with the optional remote 

controller (MWR-WE10*).

Self-diagnosis mode

In the event of a malfunction, the indoor unit operates the self-

diagnosis mode to display an error code indicated by an LED light, 

enabling users to easily resolve the problem.

Even airflow distribution

The 2Way Cassette blades swing right and left to evenly distribute 

cool and warm air to every nook and cranny of the interior, keeping 

the environment pleasant and comfortable.
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• (A): Temperature set by remote controller    
• (B): Temperature set by indoor unit
• Average of (A+B): The average temperature
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2Way Cassette 
Easy, flexible installation

Reduce the hassle of installation with a compact size 
and adaptable design

The modestly sized Samsung 2Way Cassette supports quick, simple 

setup for the ultimate in convenience, comfort and performance.

Small size, big performance

The 2 Way Cassette indoor unit is now 45 percent smaller than 

conventional models, making it even easier to incorporate into the 

building design. 

Ultra-light weight

A slim and compact size reduces the setup space needed for easy 

installation and management. 

Simple, smart drainage structure

With 750 mm of discharge head, users can install the drain 

themselves, saving them time and costs.

Advanced drain hose

Samsung's 2Way Cassette system air conditioner uses an advanced 

drain hose, which is recognized in Europe for its easy installation 

and leak prevention.

Standardized fit for easy installation

The 2Way Cassette unit dimensions allow for easy installation into 

standard ceiling grids (600W x 600D) for a tailored fit that blends 

nearly unnoticeably into the interior framework.
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